
DO NOWDO NOW
Make a new a e a e

triangle:
Label it: Early 

Humans



Add to your Vocabulary:
Archaeologists are Scientists who examine objects to

learn about the human past

Artifacts: objects made and used by humanst acts objects ade a d used by u a s

Fossils harden remains or imprints of living
things that existed long agothings that existed long ago

History the written and other recorded events
of people

Pre-history A time before history was writteny y

Oral Traditions stories passed down by word of mouth



AIMAIM
Explain how humansExplain how humans 

today know about past y p
humans. What tools 

did they use?



Toward CivilizationToward Civilization
Chapter 1

Prehistory – A.D. 300



BC  & ADBC  &    AD
 B.C. is an abbreviation for “Before Christ.” 
 A.D. is an abbreviation for 
“anno Domini,” which is Latin for
“in the year of our Lord.”



Did early man live at the 

dsame time as dinosaurs? 

The answer to that one is simple. Nah! p
No way. Not a chance.

-Nobody knows for sure why dinosaurs 
disappeared but they do know thatdisappeared, but they do know that 
dinosaurs died out about 65 million years 
ago. 
-The first hominids (human-like primates) 
did not appear until 3.6 million years ago. 
Even if scientists are off a few million 
years or so, early man simply did not live 
during the same period in history asduring the same period in history as 
dinosaurs. 
-This is not to say that early man had it 
easy. They did have to face saber-
toothed tigers, cave lions, and woolly 
mammoths! But, they did not have to 
fight dinosaurs!



About
3 million BCE

Australopithecus
"Southern Ape"

Human-like hominids
Lucy

Basic traits of humans. Special because he could stand up. Main physical 
difference between early man and apes are the hands.y p

About
2 million BCE

Homo Habilis
"Handy Man"

First true humans
Stone tools - the first tool-maker

Lived in Africa
Taller had a larger brainTaller, had a larger brain

About
1.5 million 

BCE
Homo Erectus
"Upright Man"

Made and controlled fire
The first hunters

Traveled over land bridges from Africa, to begin to populate the world, 
about 1 million years agoabout 1 million years ago

About Homo Sapiens
"Wise Man"

Neanderthals Buried their dead with ceremony.
Stone-tipped spears, bone needles, bone fish hooks, sewed their clothes 

from animal skins, warm boots Buried their dead with ceremony.
500,000 B.C. Wise Man

& Neanderthals Stone-tipped spears, bone needles, bone fish hooks, sewed their clothes 
from animal skins, warm boots

About
25,000 BCE 

til b t

Homo Sapiens 
Sapiens &

Cave Paintings
Cro-Magnon & "Moderns"

Bow and arrows, well constructed huts with central hearths for fires; 
kl & d t t littl t t d f i tluntil about 

10,000 BCE

p
"Moderns" necklaces & pendants, cave art, little statues made from ivory, antler, 

bone; tools and weapons for hunting and fishing, oil lamps. Used honey to 
sweeten food. End of the last Ice Age about 10,000 years ago.



Neanderthals v.   Homo Sapiens

200,000 years ago in Europe 
d A i f l

100,000 years ago a new 
and Asia, a group  of larger 
brained humans appeared in 
Neander Valley in present 

, y g
group of human  appeared 
called Homo Sapiens “wise 
people”y p

day Germany
-simple language
--no art or music

people
-complex language skills
-made art and music

--no art or music



Most written records studied by 
History – the written 
and other recorded 
events of people

y
historians often started as oral 
traditions

*Oral Traditions stories passes down*Oral Traditions – stories passes down 
by word of mouth

Pre – Means BEFORE
*Pre-history – is the time y
before history. The time 
before writing was invented

This may result in stories being  bias due 
to exaggeration and a persons personal 
beliefs



ANTHROPOLOGY
*Anthropology: Study of human beings behave, how they act 
together, where they came from, and what makes one group 
different from anotherdifferent from another

One group of Anthropologists are: 

* S*ARCHAEOLOGISTS are Scientists who examine objects to 
learn about past couples and cultures



Archaeologists search for bones and 
other objects such as weapons, tools,other objects such as weapons, tools, 
and pottery are known as artifacts

*Artifacts: objects made and used by 
humans

*Fossils – harden remains or imprints of 
living things that existed long ago 
(bones, plants)

Objects are excavated uncovered suchObjects are excavated, uncovered, such 
as plants, feathers, bones and footprints 
may help tell them about people of the 
pastpast



Geologistsg
Geologists: Scientists who 
study the physical materials y p y
of earth itself, such as soil 
and rocks

Types of dating methods:
- Compare rocks found in 
l f th thlayers of the earth
-Radioactive Dating –
measures the amount of 
radioactivity is still left in an 
object
-DNA-DNA
-Genetic Evidence



In 1991, while hiking in the Alps on the Italian-Austrian 
border in Europe, a frozen body was discovered

The iceman’s tools, clothes, and body was well 
preserved

Scientists used clues to build a story about his life and 
come to a conclusion on how the Iceman died. This is 
how they pictured he dressed

Scientist determined that the Iceman live 5,000 years 
ago in about 3000 B.C. They named him Otzi  after the 
Ötztaler Alps where it was found

His finely stitched animal skins showed he probably 
came from a community that had skilled sewers

His axe was made of copper which tells us that he lived 
after the invention of copper.

This links to the first metal used by Europeans 
beginning about 4000 B.C. 



REVIEW:REVIEW:
List three types of scientists who study early humans

What did scientists use to learn about prehistory?

What can we learn from the Iceman’s Ax?

What is oral tradition?

When did history begin?

Why was the Nile important to the Egyptians?



Do Now: Copy Vocabulary Words

Hominids – a term that refers both to modern humans and to 
earlier groups that may have included ancestors or relatives of 

d hmodern humans

Stone Age– A period of time during which hominids, including 
modern humans, made lasting tools mainly from stone

Nomads – people who have no settled homeNomads people who have no settled home

Culture: elements that make up a way of life for people. Social 
and family organization beliefs and values technology shelterand family organization, beliefs and values, technology, shelter 
and clothing, common activities, rituals and art

Migration—moving from one place to settle in another



AIM

Explain the culture of the p
three Stone Ages



-Modern humans originated 
more than 100,000 years ago in 
Africa before spreading to other 
parts of the world. This migrationparts of the world. This migration 
took place over many thousands 
of years
During the ice age glaciers-During the ice  age glaciers 

formed linking the continents 
and forming land bridges
-People and animals crossed the 
land bridge that formed across 
the Bering straights during thethe Bering straights during the 
ice age when ocean levels fell.



About three and a half 
million years ago a 
huge explosion shook 
the Earth.

f

*Hominids – a term

Footprints were left in 
the ashy mud and in 
19 6 i i Hominids a term 

that refers both to 
modern humans and 

1976 scientists 
discovered the 
f i d i to earlier groups that 

may have included 
t l ti

footprints preserved in 
stone
Thi l d t th t d f ancestors or relatives 

of modern humans
This led to the study of 
hominids



STONE AGE – Earliest period of culture
A period of time during which hominids, including 

d h d l ti t l i l f tmodern humans, made lasting tools mainly from stone

THREE PERIODS:THREE PERIODS:
1 –Old Stone Age (Paleolithic) - Hunters and gatherers
2 – Middle Stone Age (Mesolithic)  - Farming
3 –Late Stone Age (Neolithic ) - Civilizations



Hunter-GatherersHunter Gatherers
- Due to this lifestyle hunter-gatherers followed their food and 

water supplies which meant moving to a new location when 
food ran out 

*Migration—moving from one place to settle in 
anotheranother



Technology
Technology: 
Tools and Weapons: Early 

tools were made with wood,tools were made with wood, 
animal bones , and stones 
such as flint, a stone that 
breaks easily to make spearbreaks easily, to make spear 
tips (shown on top right)

FIRE: The invention of fire 
helped with light, cook, keep 
warm,  and keep dangerous  
animals awayanimals away



2.5 million – 8000 BC 
PALEOLITHIC

Many early hominids were nomads (many 
believe they came from Africa)

*Nomads – people who have no settled 
home

- Early humans were hunter-gatherers
- Hunted animals & gathered plants for g p

food
-Men hunted and fished
- Women gathered nuts  berries  &  - Women gathered nuts, berries, &  

cared for children                 
-Children also worked  



*Culture: elements that make up a way of

Hunter- Gatherers Culture
*Culture: elements that make up a way of 
life for people. Social and family 
organization, beliefs and values, technology, 
shelter and clothing common activitiesshelter and clothing, common activities, 
rituals and art
-Nomads adapted to the natural 

environment for shelter such asenvironment for shelter such as 
caves and shelters made of rocks, 
branches, mammoth bones, tusks, & 
animal hides (skin of animals)
NICKNAME: Caveman

Lived in small bands of about 30 
people
- Groups included several families
The group size reflected how many-The group size reflected how many 

people could live off food in region



Cave PaintingsCave Paintings
Pre-historic
Human CultureHuman Culture

During the last ice Age, a time 
when glaciers covered much ofwhen glaciers covered much of 
the earth, hunter-gatherers 
painted animal forms and 
symbols on cave walls

A cave painting from Alasace, France  

symbols on cave walls. 

Charcoal and other materials 
with pigments  were used to p g
draw on cave walls

Paintings have been found in 
Africa, Europe, and Australia



AIM

Explain the culture p a t e cu tu e
of the people from 
the Paleolithic Age



Explain the culture of the people fromExplain the culture of the people from 
the Paleolithic Age

-Hunters and gatherersHunters and gatherers
-Used stone tools
--Invented fireInvented fire

-Keep warm
-Cook foodCook food
-Heat
-Scare away animalsy



REVIEW:REVIEW:
What does it mean to migrate?  Move from one place to another

Why would people and/or animals migrate?

Wh t i th f th fi t t ?

Weather (ice age)  follow food source

P l li hi ( l S A )What is the name of the first stone age?

What was the culture of hunters and 
gatherers? (life, tools, shelter)

Paleolithic (early Stone Age)

They traveled in packs, men hunted 
women gathered berries and nuts,g ( , , )

What technology did early hominids 
?

women gathered berries and nuts, 
used stones such as flint to make 
weapons and tools, adapted to 
environment by using caves for shelter

develop?

Fire, stone tools and weapons



Do Now: Copy Vocabulary Words

D ti t d t ild l t fDomesticate – adapt wild plants for 
human use

Irrigation – supplying land with water from g pp y g
another place using a network of canals

Surplus – more than is needed 

Pastoral Nomads – raised livestock (pigs, 
h ) d t l d f l t lsheep) and traveled from place to place 

searching for grazing fields



AIMAIM

How did farming in the g
Mesolithic Age change 
th h t th ithe hunter gathering 

way of life?way of life?



Mesolithic
8000  - 3000 BC

Beginning of Farming
-In Southeast Asia people learned 
that they could grow their own food
-They learned that if they planted 
sees of wild grass, new crops of 
grass would come up.g p
-They raised livestock and only 
traveled when they needed new 
grazing land for the animals.g g
-This made them pastoral nomads 
-They depended on stone tools
-Today’s Iraq and Syria are stillToday s Iraq and Syria are still 
pastoral nomads



Farming Around the World
What do you need to farm?

SOIL Some areas of the world haveSOIL - Some areas of the world have 
fertile soil (rich in substance to help plants 
grow)

SUNSHINE – the sun is vital for vegetation 
to grow so areas with long springs and 
summers 

RAIN – water is needed to help plants 
grow

Examples:
China – grew rice 9,000 years ago
Central America – grew corn, beans, 
squash



Domesticate – adapt wild plants for human use

Choose the best seed from the 
biggest from the best tasting 
l tplants

9,000 years ago -Chinese y g
farmers began planting rice 
and others crops

Domestication of corn over

-Later in Central America, 
people began to grow corn, 
b d hDomestication of corn over 

time
beans, and squash



Raising Animals

-Most likely dogs were the first 
domesticated animals becausedomesticated animals because 
they were used for hunting
-By taming animals such as 
sheep, goats, and pigs the 

f t ilk l d
-- Although Ancient Indians trained elephants 
f b ttl d A i t A i dsources of meat, milk, wool, and 

skins were available
-By 2500 B.C. – cattle, camels, 
horses, and donkeys were 

for battle and Ancient Assyrians and 
Egyptians trained wild cheetahs for hunting, 
these types of animals were not easy to 
breed in captivity, y

trained to carry heavy loads
p y



The first “construction” workers carried 
heavy baskets of dirt from canals in order 
to dump them near rivers to build a damto dump them near rivers to build a dam. 

Small grooves were dug along the plants 
and dams are built to hold water backand dams are built to hold water back 
using big wooden gates

Irrigation – supplying land with water from g pp y g
another place using a network of canals

During the “dry” season the gates are 
opened which allows water to flow 
through the canals and irrigate the 
growing crops

Techniques like this irrigating system will 
lead to the creation of early communities



Farming is harder than hunting and gathering but it 
had better rewards such as:

Surplus – more than what is needed

More available food

Larger families

Increase in the population

Development of towns



AIMAIM

How did farming in the g
Mesolithic Age change 
th h t th ithe hunter gathering 

way of life?way of life?



How did farming in the MesolithicHow did farming in the Mesolithic 
Age change the hunter gathering 
way of life?way of life?

-People began to grow their own food so p g g
they did not have to travel (nomadic)

-Extra food led to a surplus (extra food) 
-people started to live in one place
S l till t l d F l-Some people still traveled. For example: 

Pastoral nomads came about (roaming to 
find fields for their livestock)find fields for their livestock)



REVIEW:REVIEW:
How did the lives of hunters Early Humans didn’t have to be 
and gatherers change due to 
farming in the Mesolitihic Stone 
Age

a y u a s d d t a e to be
nomadic. They settled in one 
place

Age

What is a surplus and how 
A surplus is when you have 
enough or more than enough of p

does it help
g g

something

Choose the best seed from theHow do you domesticate 
plants?

Choose the best seed from the 
biggest from the best tasting 
plants



Do Now: Copy Vocabulary Words

Artisans – is a worker who is especially skilled in 
crafting items by handcrafting items by hand

Civilization – is a society that has cities, a central y
government run by official leaders, and workers 
who specialize in various jobs

Social Classes – is a group of people having 
similar backgrounds incomes and ways of livingsimilar backgrounds, incomes, and ways of living

Bronze Age – Mixing together of tin and copper to g g g pp
make a more durable substance



AIM

Explain the advantages p a t e ad a tages
and disadvantages to 

farming



Neolithic     10,000 B.C.
Early villages & Townsy g

Farming gave more opportunities for 
other kinds of work. Farming led to:

*Artisans – is a worker who is 
especially skilled in crafting 
items by hand (specialization)
Example:

- BasketsBaskets
- Leathered goods
- Tools

Pottery- Pottery
- Cloth



FARMING TOOLSFARMING TOOLS

Axes – were used to cut 
down trees for farmland

Sickles – harvest grain crops
-The grain was then ground e g a as e g ou d
into flour with stone querns 
or hand mills

Later in time, these tools will 
be made out of  Bronze than 
eventually Silver



Cities were more likely to develop in 
areas that were rich in soil in order to haveareas that were rich in soil in order to have 
a large surplus of food

Many cities developed along large rivers 
such as the Nile in Egypt, the Tigris and 
Euphrates in Iraq, the Huang in China, and 
the Indus in Pakistan

Cities had large buildings to store 
surplus food , buildings to worship the 
Gods and a place for people to buy p p p y
and sell goods

Governments began to  form. They 
kept order in society and provided 
services such as managing public 
buildings and irrigation systems



City Present-Day Location Date Foundedy y

Ur Iraq c. 3500 B.C.q
Memphis Egypt c. 3100 B.C.
Mohenjo-Daro  Pakistan c. 2700 B.Cj
Knossos Greece c. 2500 B.C.
Anyang China c. 1700 B.C.y g



Located in Southern Turkey, Catalhoyuk is 
the largest and best preserved Neolithicthe largest and best preserved Neolithic 
village in the world. The settlement is made 
up of private dwellings



*Civilization is a society thatCivilization – is a society that 
has cities, a central government 
run by official leaders, and 

Bronze is much harder than 
copper so it makes items more 

workers who specialize in 
various jobs

pp
durable. 
Examples:

-Weapons and tools
Writing, architecture, and art 
also characterized a civilization

-Weapons and tools
-Helmets
- Shields

Artisans melted certain rocks at 
high temperatures to separate 
the metal from the rock. Then 
copper and tin was combined to 
make copperpp

6600B.C. = BRONZE AGE



Trading of pottery, weapons, 
baskets, cloth, and spices were 
traded for items such as the wheeltraded for items such as the wheel 
or an axel

The wheel and the axle made itThe wheel and the axle made it 
possible to trade goods by loading 
them into carts and pushing them 
through the city to a market

Merchant ships (trading ships)Merchant ships (trading ships) 
traded items across seas and rivers

People started to learn of otherPeople started to learn of other 
cultures and new tools as people 
traded information



Social Classes – is a group of people 
having similar backgrounds, incomes, 
and ways of living

-slaves formed a separate social classd p

Today Society:



AIM

Explain the advantages p a t e ad a tages
and disadvantages to 

farming



Positive and Negative effects of Farming

POSITIVE: NEGATIVE:

1 - Surplus of food 1 -Farming was hard work 
(time and energy)

2 - Small areas of land is 
needed per family

( gy)

2 - Crops could fail due to 
weather or disease = family

3 - Permanent homes and 
villages were created

weather or disease = family 
starving

3 D tt k d b
4 - Civilizations

3- Danger – attacked by 
groups of nomads



Discussion QuestionDiscussion Question

Wh t dWhat do 
Civilizations lead 
to?to?



Cities

Well 
Organized 

Governments
Established 

religion

CIVILIZATIONSWriting Job 
Specializations

Arts andArts and 
Architecture Public 

Works

Social 
Classes



Do Now: Copy Vocabulary Words

Decade – a time period of 10 years
C t A ti i d f 100Century – A time period of 100 years
Millennium – A time period of 1,000 years
C E = Common Era A D Anno DominiC.E. = Common Era ---------A.D. - Anno Domini   

(Latin for “in the year of our Lord.”
B.C.E. – Before Common Era--- B.C. - Before Christ 



Color television was invented in 1950 C.E. 
In which decade did this event take place?

Decade = 10 years

1950, 1950, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959 = 50’s

What decade would it be if an invention was made in 1964?

The 1960’s



How many decades are there between the invention of the 
telephone in 1876 C.E. and the and the invention of the 

1877                                  All the RED numbers = 1 DECADE (10years) 

automobile in 1893 C.E.? 1 DECADE = 10years
( y )

1878
1879
1880
18811881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
18881888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893



How many centuries have passed sinceHow many centuries have passed since 
castles were first built in Europe?

CENTURY measured in 100’sCENTURY – measured in 100 s

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 20001000…1100…1200…1300…1400…1500…1600…1700…1800…1900…2000
1          2         3          4          5         6          7          8          9         10



Paper money was invented in China in 910 C.E. InPaper money was invented in China in 910 C.E. In 
which century did this event take place?

CENTUARY – measured in 100’s

0...100...200….300….400...500…600…700…800…900...910
1       2        3         4      5       6         7       8        9      10



What event took place in inWhat event took place in in 
the third millennium B. C. E.?

Millennium – measured in 1,000 year periods
22

Pyramids built in 
Egypt

22 –
letter 
alphabet 
created

3000BCE          2500BCE   2000BCE             1500BCE               1000BCE                          500          0C.E 



What event on the timelineWhat event on the timeline 
occurred first – 9000BCE or 
1000BCE?

.

9000BCE                           6000BCE                    3000 BCE                         1000 BCE                       0C.E 



How many events on the timelineHow many events on the timeline 
occurred before the common era?
1- Building of the Great wall of China
2- 22 Letter Alphabet
3 Pyramids in Egypt3 - Pyramids in Egypt
4 - Writing
5 - Farming of Corn in Peru5 Farming of Corn in Peru
6- Fishhook invented
7 - Cave paintings in France
8 - Sewing needles invented
9 - Last Ice Age
10 B rin In ented10 - Burin Invented
11 - Emergence of Modern Humans



How many years are there between the invention y y
of the Phoenician alphabet in 1000BCE and 
Columbus reaching the Americas in 1492 C.E.

10001000
+ 1492

2492


